
Broken Plates Packing/Shipping guide for Sculptural Necklaces and Cuffs. 

Sculptural Glass Wearable

Chain

fold one side over the wearable and then 
fold the chain back onto folded foam 

Fold opposite side across, 
rolling excess around the the back

Fold ends over onto the wearable and around 
as needed. Wrap tape around in a full rotation 
and a half, lengthwise, to secure into a tightly 
bound bundle. Using blue painter’s tape will 

allow you pack and unpack the piece for 
several uses before losing stickiness
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place into a shipping box that allows for
 1.5-2 inches of packing material on all 
sides of the tightly bound bundle. Use 

crumpled paper to cushion the bundle on
 all sides. Once taped up, there should be 
no movement inside the box if shaken.   

top view
side view of interior of box

crumpled paper
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1.5”-2” cushion 
around bundle

Place glass wearable in the center of a 12”
square of packing foam or bubble wrap on
the bias, with the chain placed straight up.

The glass wearable pictured is interchangeable with any glass wearable you need to pack safely for travel or shipment. If packing several pieces, they 
should be wrapped individually with .5in of packing paper between each bundle. If purchased with custom Broken Plates jewelry boxes, the piece can 
snuggly be placed in its foam lined box, then shipped in a box with 1” packing paper surrounding all sides. 

Packing guide for Earrings 
Earrings should be removed from their Broken Plates earring tag and placed in a standard jewelry box sandwiched between 2 pieces of jewelry batting or 
foam to prevent rattling or movement in transit. If the box does not securely clasp, use tape or an elastic chord to guard against accidental opening. 

3.5 in jewelry box profile
secured with elastic bow chord

profile of earring sandwiched
between jewelry batting/ foam

Top view of earrings placed 
on bottom piece of batting/foam

batting/foam

batting/foam
earring


